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Abstract: In this poster presentation, I will use the imagery of roses in a garden to illustrate the
Truman Library’s past and present records management program. For example, we periodically
“prune” our temporary records, while we “cultivate” our permanent records by arranging, describing
and preserving them.
Too often, Federal Government archives are not good “gardeners” with respect to the records they
create. Government archives are not immune to the tendency that those in corporate archives well
understand: attention is given to administrative records out of necessity, in response to legal issues or
an organization’s significant anniversaries.
Until recently, this was true at the Harry S. Truman Library & Museum. There were a variety of
reasons that the Library put off preserving, appraising, arranging, and describing its own permanent
records for public access. Among those reasons were: 1.) a previous priority on processing and
opening the Papers of Harry S. Truman and other manuscript and audiovisual collections and 2.) staff
limitations, which meant that even after administrative records were no longer active and were
transferred to the archives, we tended to our temporary and not our permanent records, which sat
unprocessed on dark shelves, without the exposure to the “sunlight” of ready public and staff access.
We are striving to be better “gardeners” now, less passive (e.g., responding to Freedom of
Information Act requests) and more proactive in administering the permanent records we create
before and after we accession them into the archives. Promoting transparency of our operations and
our mission is particularly important at a time when the Presidential Libraries system is receiving
much Congressional scrutiny.
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